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Details of Visit:

Author: Don Chorus
Location 2: Oxon
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 26 Jul 2009 15:00
Duration of Visit: 1 hr
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.pazazz-escorts.co.uk
Phone: 07512182028

The Premises:

Clean room

The Lady:

Attractive English rose with long dark blonde hair, 5'4', very slim,32B, private school educated. All
pink lipstick and white teeth with big sunglasses.

The Story:

My last outcall about 18 months ago was a disaster! - it was with Paris of Foxy Kittens - she did a
runner with my cash.

The opportunity doesn't arise that often but overcame my resistance to try one again but this time
with a class agency.
Did some research,saw pazazz in the free paper, made some calls on Saturday but nobody got
back to me. Having checked out Pazazzes website, liked the look of Eleni.They have 1 previous
report and it's positive. Phoned pazazz after 1pm on Sunday and spoke to a nice lady - 3 or 4 girls
working inc Eleni from 6pm, and she would have to check if Eleni could do a 3pm visit. Duly called
back and Eleni was booked for 3pm.
Got tea,coffee and wine ready. Went out to direct Eleni in and first saw her 'bout 20 feet away.
Gorgeous!
Not bad going arriving 2 hours after the phone call to the Agency.

Eleni had 2 condoms ready. Started with a massage with her long hair brushing my shoulders. She
said she had just split up with a long-term boyfriend and was feeling "highly-sexed"!
Bra off and she's got lovely breasts - 4 inches from rib to nipple, pink and perky, conical and
mesmerising!

With French Kissing throughout it was a wonderfull session. Eleni really likes to talk dirty which she
did throughout. OWO,RO,69,mish,doggy,cowgirl,and mish finish. I could feel the end of the condom
get really warm with warm semen and wondered just how much I'd produced - filled the teat and up
the sides!
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I had the full hour with Eleni. Her name comes from her part Greek/Cypriot parentage. ?150 is a lot
to spend in one go but it was really enjoyable.
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